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Amyloid β chaperone — lipocalin-type prostaglandin D synthase acts as a peroxidase in the presence of heme
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The extracellular transporter, lipocalin-type prostaglandin D synthase (L-PGDS) binds to heme and heme metabolites with high affinity. It has been reported that L-PGDS protects neuronal cells against apoptosis induced by exposure to hydrogen peroxide. Our study demonstrates that when human WT L-PGDS is in complex with heme, it exhibits a strong peroxidase activity thus behaving as a pseudo-peroxidase. Electron paramagnetic resonance studies confirm that heme in the L-PGDS–heme complex is hexacoordinated with high-spin Fe(III). NMR titration of heme in L-PGDS points to hydrophobic interaction between heme and several residues within the β-barrel cavity of L-PGDS. In addition to the transporter function, L-PGDS is a key amyloid β chaperone in human cerebrospinal fluid. The presence of high levels of bilirubin and its derivatives, implicated in Alzheimer’s disease, by binding to L-PGDS may reduce its chaperone activity. Nevertheless, our ThT binding assay establishes that heme and heme metabolites do not significantly alter the neuroprotective chaperone function of L-PGDS. Guided by NMR data we reconstructed the heme L-PGDS complex using extensive molecular dynamics simulations providing a platform for mechanistic interpretation of the catalytic and transporting functions and their modulation by secondary ligands like Aβ peptides and heme metabolites.

Introduction

Lipocalin-type prostaglandin D synthase (L-PGDS) is a multifunctional protein known to bind to several lipophilic molecules with the low dissociation constant, through hydrophilic and hydrophobic interactions [1–3]. These small ligands bind inside the hydrophobic cavity of L-PGDS, which is larger than any other lipocalin, and thus undergoes a global conformational change resulting in a more compact 3D complex structure [4,5]. L-PGDS is involved in the up-regulation of several neurological processes and its expression levels play a critical role in numerous pathological conditions [6,7]. L-PGDS is also the second most abundant protein in human cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) after albumin [8] and has been shown to play an important role in the inhibition of Aβ aggregation by binding to monomeric Aβ as well as breaking down the pre-formed Aβ fibrils. It has been observed that the expression of ptgds gene is up-regulated in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and is associated with the presence of amyloid plaques [9,10]. The expression of L-PGDS in the prefrontal cortex of the brain is also associated with the clinical and pathological traits of AD [10,11].

Aggregation of the amyloid β peptide (amyloidosis) has been implicated in AD progression. Conformational alterations in Aβ peptide lead to its conversion from a soluble peptide to an insoluble aggregate which is considered as a key mechanism in the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases such as AD [12,13]. Upon direct interaction with Aβ, iron (III) and copper (II) are reduced producing partially reduced oxygen species (PROS) [14–16]. These reactive oxidative species are involved in
neuronal death linked to AD [17]. Although Fe has not been directly associated with amyloidosis, it has been shown to greatly influence oxidative stress, a pathological feature in AD [18,19]. Heme (ferriprotoporphyrin IX) is a Fe containing prosthetic group that binds to Aβ with high affinity thereby preventing Aβ aggregation and also resulting in heme deficiency in AD patients [20]. Since Aβ binds to both heme-a and heme-b, it induces an AD dependent change in heme regulation [20]. Previous reports have suggested that heme-b concentration increases by 250% while heme-a concentration decreases by 26% in an AD patient brain when compared with a healthy control brain [20]. To compensate for the low bioavailability of heme-a, the levels of heme-b increase in AD patient brain [20]. An increase in heme concentration has been linked to oxidative stress and mitochondrial decay [21]. Elevation in heme degradation products such as bilirubin is also observed in AD as a direct result of heme regulation [22].

The antibody 6E10 which recognizes the N-terminus of Aβ peptide and is capable of breaking down pre-formed fibrils failed to displace heme from the Aβ–heme complex or inhibit its peroxidase activity signifying high affinity of heme for Aβ [23]. The Aβ–heme complex also behaves as a peroxidase and since peroxidases oxidize several organic substrates with little selectivity, the peroxidase activity of the Aβ–heme complex could be responsible for the oxidative damage observed in AD brain [23].

Reactive oxygen intermediates (ROI) such as superoxide anion (O$_2^-$) and hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$) are produced in all mammalian cells and are produced either during cellular metabolism or through the activation of certain enzymes responding to exogenous stimuli [24–27]. ROS being toxic to cells is tightly regulated by several mechanisms particularly involving the ROS scavenging enzymes such as catalase, peroxiside dismutase and glutathione peroxidase [24–29]. A slight increase in the intracellular ROS concentration might act as a mytogenic stimulus thereby increasing cellular proliferation [30,31] and having an inhibitory effect on cellular apoptosis [28,32,33]. In fact, it is higher concentrations of H$_2$O$_2$ in the cell that promotes neuronal apoptosis [28,32,33]. In fact, it is higher concentrations of H$_2$O$_2$ in the cell that promotes neuronal apoptosis [28,32,33].

Catalases, an intracellular, tetrameric heme binding enzyme is capable of converting H$_2$O$_2$ to molecular oxygen and water when hydrogen peroxide concentrations are high [38,39]. At low H$_2$O$_2$ concentration, and in the presence of ‘electron donors’ (alcohols, nitrites and formats) catalases can acts as peroxidases [40]. Unlike catalases, the glutathione peroxidases (GPx) is the main enzyme in the cell responsible for the reduction in hydrogen peroxide to water using a variety of electron-donating molecules [40,41] in the process getting oxidized to its disulfide form (GSSG). The oxidized form is converted back to the reduced GSH by glutathione reductase utilizing NADPH as a reductant [40]. Thus both catalases and glutathione peroxidases are main scavengers of hydrogen peroxide in the cell tightly controlling the resulting free radicals.

Recently, Fukuhara et al. [42] reported for the first time, the protective role of L-PGDS in H$_2$O$_2$ induced apoptosis. L-PGDS was identified as a scavenger of ROS in vitro due to its ability to bind the free radicals produced by the breakdown of H$_2$O$_2$. This involved the oxidation of the thiol group of its Cys 65 residue. Moreover, the oxidized L-PGDS did not lose its ability to bind small lipophilic ligands such as retinoic acid and biliverdin thus emphasizing its multifunctional and possibly neuroprotective role in several neurodegenerative diseases [42].

Heme binding affinities of C65A/C167A and W112F/C167A substituted human L-PGDS have been characterized by ITC and induced circular dichroism studies [1,2]. Here, we demonstrate for the first time that WT L-PGDS can extract heme from Aβ–heme complex thus generating an efficient peroxidase system where unlike Aβ–heme complex the resulting oxidation is channeled to small lipophilic ligands transported by L-PGDS. We characterize the resulting heme L-PGDS complexes using tryptophan quenching, UV/Vis spectroscopy, cw EPR and solution-state NMR spectroscopy.

### Methods

**Protein expression and purification**

The pNIC-CH2 vector carrying the L-PGDS gene with a C-terminal hexahistidine tag was transformed into Rosetta 2 DE3 Singles *Escherichia coli* cells (Novagen). The first 22 amino acids encoding the signal peptide was removed from the L-PGDS gene. The transformed cells were incubated at 37°C until the OD$_{600}$ reaches 0.8–1.0. Then, 1 mM IPTG was added to overexpress the protein and the cells were kept incubated at 37°C for 4 h before harvesting. To produce the $^{15}$N labeled L-PGDS, the cells were grown at 37°C in the M9 media.
containing 1 g/l \(^{15}\)N NH\(_{4}\)Cl, until the OD\(_{600}\) reaches 0.6. The cells were then induced with 0.5 mM IPTG and kept incubated at 18°C overnight. Expression and purification of WT-L-PGDS was done following the procedure from Kannaian et al. [43]. Liu et al. had reported wild-type (WT) human L-PGDS expressed and purified in \(E.\) coli was active but was consistently bound to fatty acids [44]. To reduce the lipid contamination, bound to human WT-L-PGDS, we used the refolded protein in all the assays. In brief, the protein was first purified using Ni-affinity chromatography and then unfolded by the addition of 8 M urea. The unfolded protein was then refolded by dialysis at 4°C and then passed through Superdex 75 10/300 GL column.

**Preparation of monomeric Aβ**

Aβ(1–40), Aβ(25–35) and Aβ(1–16) peptides were purchased from China peptides (Suzhou, China). 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP) treated Aβ(1–40) and Aβ(25–35) peptides were incubated at room temperature for 1 h and then lyophilized to remove the solvent. The peptide film was initially dissolved in a small volume of 100 mM NaOH and then diluted with the desired buffer. Peptide Aβ(1–16) was water soluble and was directly dissolved in required buffer.

**UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy**
The UV/Vis absorption spectra were measured on Cytation 5 cell imaging multimode reader (BioTek Instruments) at 25°C in a 96-well plate (Costar\(^\text{®}\)) for the wavelength range of 350–650 nm. Heme binding to 5 \(\mu\)M L-PGDS in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.5 was monitored by the addition of increasing concentrations of heme from a 2.5 mM stock solution of heme in 0.1% NaOH (as described previously [45,46]). For Aβ (1–40) and Aβ (1–16) complex with heme the amyloid β peptides were freshly prepared as mentioned above and heme from fresh heme stock was added to get a final molar ratio of 1:1 (5 \(\mu\)M peptide with 5 \(\mu\)M heme) in sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.5. After incubation of the amyloid β/heme complex for 1 h, 5 \(\mu\)M refolded WT L-PGDS was added in a 1:1 molar ratio to the complex and the UV/Vis spectra was recorded after gentle mixing. Heme alone was used as a blank and the differential spectra of all heme-containing samples were obtained after free heme subtraction.

**Tryptophan fluorescence quenching assay**
A fresh 2.5 mM heme stock was prepared in 0.1% NaOH. From this stock, increasing concentration of heme was added to WT L-PGDS in 50 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.5) buffer with the final concentration of the protein adjusted to 5 \(\mu\)M. A 100 \(\mu\)l of L-PGDS/heme complex was added to the Corning Costar\(^\text{®}\) 96-well black, opaque, flat bottom plate after a 30 min incubation at room temperature. The intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence of L-PGDS was then measured using Cytation 5 cell imaging multimode (Biotek Instrument Inc., U.S.A.) reader with \(\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 295\) nm and \(\lambda_{\text{em}} = 340\) nm. As described previously, the Mass law equation for single binding was used to calculate the apparent dissociation constant (\(K_d\)) value for heme binding to L-PGDS with the following fitting equation [2]:

\[
F = \left[ \left( \frac{(2[P_o] - [L_o] - K_d + \left(\left([L_o] + K_d - (n^* [P_o])\right)^2 + (4K_d n^* [P_o])\right)^{1/2}}{2 n^* [P_o]} \right) \right]^{*} \left( F_o - F_{\text{min}} \right) + F_{\text{min}} 
\]

**(1)**

**Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy**
Two hundred micromolar WT L-PGDS in 20 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5 with 200 \(\mu\)M heme (1:1) complex was used to record the X-band (9.3835 GHz) CW EPR spectra with a Bruker Biospin Elexys E500 EPR spectrometer fitted with a Bruker superhigh Q cavity and a flow-through Oxford cryostat (CF935LT) in conjunction with an Oxford Instruments ITC503 variable-temperature controller. Measurements were made at 7.5 K using a modulation frequency of 100 kHz, modulation amplitude of 0.5 mT and a microwave power of 5 mW. The magnetic field was calibrated with a Bruker ER 036TM Teslameter.
NMR titration

NMR spectroscopy experiments were carried out in Bruker Avance 700 MHz with triple resonance z-axis gradient cryoprobe and Bruker DRX 600-MHz spectrometer equipped with a cryoprobe at 298 K. Uniformly $^{15}$N labeled L-PGDS sample was prepared in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5 at a concentration of 0.25 mM with 5% D$_2$O and 50 μM DSS (4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-1-sulfonic acid, used as NMR standard for calibration). To identify the key residues of L-PGDS involved in heme binding, two dimensional $^1$H-$^{15}$N HSQC spectrum of $^{15}$N labeled WT refolded L-PGDS was recorded at 25°C as a reference. Freshly prepared heme from a 2.5 mM stock solution was prepared in 0.1% NaOH and was gradually added into the L-PGDS sample before acquiring the 2D $^1$H-$^{15}$N HSQC spectrum at each titration step. Spectra were referenced with respect to DSS and then overlapped to check if the cross-peaks showed any shift or change in signal intensity. Data were processed in Topspin 3.5 (Bruker Corporation) and then analyzed using computer-aided resonance assignment (CARA) (www.nmr.ch) [47].

Model construction of L-PGDS–heme complex

Heme docking to L-PGDS was performed using the High Ambiguity-Driven biomolecular DOCKing (HADDOCK) webserver easy interface mode [48]. The co-ordinates of heme ligand were extracted from the protein data bank [49] and the structure of L-PGDS protein in its Apo form (PDB ID: 4IMN) [50] were selected as the two molecules for docking input. The residues as identified to be involved in LPDS–heme interaction through chemical shift perturbation using NMR titration were selected as active residues. The option to define passive residues automatically around the active residues was enabled. The best structure of the top-scoring cluster is selected as the binding pose for classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.

Model construction of L-PGDS–bilirubin–Aβ(1–40) complex

Bilirubin docking to L-PGDS was performed using the HADDOCK web server easy interface mode [48]. The co-ordinates of bilirubin ligand were extracted from the protein data bank [49] and the structure of L-PGDS protein in its Apo form (PDB ID: 4IMN) [50] were selected as the two molecules for docking input. The residues as identified to be involved in LPDS–bilirubin interaction through chemical shift perturbation using NMR titration were selected as active residues. The option to define passive residues automatically around the active residues was enabled. The best structure of the top-scoring cluster is selected as the initial structure to construct the model of L-PGDS–bilirubin–Aβ(1–40) complex. This model was superimposed onto our recent model of the L-PGDS–Aβ(1–40) complex [43], and the co-ordinates of L-PGDS, bilirubin and Aβ(1–40) was extracted to generate the model of L-PGDS–bilirubin–Aβ(1–40) complex.

Energy minimization and molecular dynamics simulations

The constructed models of L-PGDS–heme and L-PGDS–bilirubin–Aβ(1–40) complexes were further subjected to energy minimization and explicit solvent MD simulations using the Gromacs [51] 5.1.2 package. The CHARMM36m [52] force field was used for amino acid residues of L-PGDS and Aβ(1–40), whereby the parameter sets have been recently optimized for simulations of Intrinsically Disordered and folded proteins. Charmm [52] force field parameters for heme were used and parameters for bilirubin were obtained from the CHARMM-GUI webserver [53]. Both systems were solvated with CHARMM-modified TIP3P [54] water in a cubic box with a distance of 1.2 nm from the solute to the box edge. Na$^+$ and Cl$^-$ counterions were added to neutralize the system and to achieve a salt concentration of 0.15 M. Bonds containing hydrogen atoms were constrained using the LINCS [55] algorithm, to enable a time step of 2 fs. Particle Mesh Ewald [56] was used with a cutoff of 1.2 nm for electrostatics, and a cutoff of 1.2 nm was used for van der Waal’s interactions. Steepest Descent energy minimization was performed until a force convergence of 1000.0 kJ/mol/nm is reached to remove any initial bad contacts. An equilibration of 1 ns in the NVT ensemble was performed prior to the start of production simulation. The temperature of the system was maintained at 300 K using the V-rescale [57] thermostat. Three repeats of classical MD simulations of 100 ns were performed for each system with different random initial velocities. Trajectory frames were saved every 2 ps.

To evaluate the quality of our simulation model, we generated a Ramachandran plot for L-PGDS residues of the representative model in the L-PGDS–heme complex using the Wincoot software. We also calculated the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the L-PGDS–heme complex as a function of simulation time over three simulation repeats.
Obtaining simulation representative models for each system

Following the completion of MD simulations, the last 50 ns of each simulation repeat were combined for the respective systems. Geometric clustering was performed using the Gromos algorithm of the in-built Gromacs [51] gmx cluster tool with the ligand as the clustering group and a cutoff of 0.25 nm to obtain simulation representative models of L-PGDS–heme and L-PGDS–bilirubin–Aβ(1–40) complexes.

Thioflavin T assay

Inhibition of Aβ aggregation by L-PGDS was studied by Thioflavin T (ThT) assay. ThT is a small fluorescent dye that emits enhanced fluorescence by binding to the β-sheet structure of the amyloid fibrils. To study the inhibitory effect of LPGDS and LPGDS–BR complex, monomeric Aβ40 and Aβ(25–35) peptides were incubated with and without L-PGDS and L-PGDS/BR complex at a 10 : 1 ratio of Peptide: Protein in 20 μM ThT, 20 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM TCEP (pH-7.5). Experiments were carried out in triplicates in NUNC 96 well black plate with incubation at 37°C in TECAN infinite M200 Pro microplate reader with orbital shaking before each measurement. The plate was sealed completely to prevent evaporation and measurements were read with an excitation wavelength at 440 nm and emission at 485 nm.

Peroxidase assay

The peroxidase activity of WT refolded L-PGDS/heme complex and the Aβ(1–40)/heme complex was monitored by measuring the oxidation of the substrate-3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) by hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) using the TMB/E single reagent (blue color, Horseradish Peroxidase substrate kit from MERCK containing liquid solution TMB −1.25 mMOL/l and hydrogen peroxide −2.21 mMOL/l) at 652 nm absorbance via Cytation 5 cell imaging multimode reader (BioTek Instruments). The peroxidase activity of both L-PGDS/heme and of Aβ(1–40)/heme was tested for 5 μM complex for 30–60 min, in triplicates, at 25°C in a 96-well plate (Costar®). Orbital shaking for 10 s before each absorbance reading insured thorough mixing of substrates with heme complexes.

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)

The calorimetric experiment was performed with Microcal ITC200 (Malvern, U.S.A.), in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) at 25°C. WT refolded L-PGDS (200 μM) in the injection syringe was reversely titrated into 2 μM TMB substrate (purchased from Sigma–Aldrich) in the cell. Titration experiment consisted of 19 injections spaced at 360 s intervals. The injection volume was 2 μl and the cell was continuously stirred at 750 rpm. The observed enthalpy changes (ΔH°) for binding were directly calculated and evaluated from integrated heats using a sequential binding site model available in MicroCal Origin 7.0 software.

Results

UV/Visible absorption spectroscopy was used to confirm the heme binding to refolded, human WT L-PGDS. The Soret band for free heme appears as a broad peak ∼386–390 nm. The absorption spectrum of heme bound to L-PGDS shows a red shift of the Soret band to 404 nm (∼15 nm) (Figure 1A). The shape, intensity and position of this Soret band are distinct from that of free heme indicating that heme is in a complex with L-PGDS [58–60]. The reducing agent sodium dithionite causes a further shift of the Soret band to 420 nm with an increased intensity of the single α, β band at 560 nm showing the reduction in the heme–L-PGDS complex to its ferrous form with hexa-co-ordinated Fe(III) heme [58–60]. The characteristic spectral changes observed when heme was added in increasing concentration to L-PGDS and the Soret band shift of free heme to bound state heme was monitored (Supplementary Figure S1).

The intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence quenching assay also confirmed heme binding to WT L-PGDS. We observed complete quenching of tryptophan fluorescence intensity at a 1 : 1 molar ratio of L-PGDS to heme (Supplementary Figure S2). The apparent dissociation constant Kd for heme binding to WT L-PGDS (Kd = 40 nM ± 0.9) was then calculated by fitting the relative fluorescence intensity of L-PGDS versus the molar ratio of heme to WT L-PGDS concentration to a single binding site model (n = 1) as reported previously by Kume et al. [2]. Both UV/Vis and tryptophan quenching measurements have thus demonstrated high-affinity binding for heme, which is in good agreement with previously published high-affinity binding for C65A/C167A and W112F/C167A substituted human L-PGDS–heme complexes (Kd = 20 nM ± 0.8) [1,2].
Since L-PGDS has a hexahistidine tag at the C terminus, we checked the binding of a synthetic, hexahistidine peptide with heme. The UV/Vis spectra (Supplementary Figure S3) showed no significant difference between free heme and the His-peptide-heme sample thus confirming that the histidine-tag alone cannot bind heme and is thus not involved in the heme interaction for the L-PGDS–heme complex.

The presence of hexa-co-ordinate, high-spin, Fe (III) heme was further supported by the X-band continuous wave EPR (cw EPR) spectrum of L-PGDS/heme in a 1 : 1 molar ratio complex (Figure 1B). The occurrence of a strong signal ∼120 mT (or g∥ = 6) indicates high-spin heme where Fe(III) is hexa-co-ordinated with a proximal ligand from L-PGDS and a weak distal ligand, probably H₂O [61,62]. The cw EPR spectrum of L-PGDS is

**Figure 1. Heme interaction with human WT L-PGDS.**

(A) UV/Vis absorption spectrum of heme binding to human WT L-PGDS. A Redshift of the Soret band of free heme occurring at 390 nm is observed when it binds to L-PGDS (404 nm). The addition of the reducing agent sodium dithionite results in a bathochromic shift of the L-PGDS/heme Soret band to 420 nm. (B) cw EPR spectra (9.3835 GHz) of L-PGDS/heme complex (mixed in a 1 : 1 molar ratio) recorded at 7.5 K. The Fe(III) signal observed around g = 6.0 indicates that heme is bound to WT L-PGDS in predominantly a high-spin, hexa-co-ordinate state. (C) Molecular Dynamics simulation model. A representative binding mode of heme to L-PGDS was obtained via docking to L-PGDS using HADDOCK followed by MD simulations and geometric clustering. Residues undergoing significant chemical shift perturbations or peak disappearance during NMR titration have been highlighted and mapped onto the crystal structure of WT L-PGDS (PDB:4 IMN). As observed from the model residues tyrosine 107 seems to be in proximity with the Fe atom in heme while the Lysine 58 side chain is close to the propionic groups in the heme moiety. (D) Peroxidase activity of WT L-PGDS/heme (in 1 : 1 molar ratio) was monitored by plotting the increase in absorbance at 652 nm for the oxidized TMB substrate versus time. Oxidation of the substrate by WT L-PGDS alone is negligible indicating that the peroxidase activity is due to heme binding to WT L-PGDS. A fast increase in the absorbance signal followed by a decrease in the signal intensity could possibly arise due to a fast rate of TMB oxidation by the L-PGDS/heme complex.
similar to spectra observed for many globin proteins where the heme Fe(III) paramagnetic center is hexa-co-ordinated, high-spin and in an environment with rhombic symmetry (intense signal at $g = 6$ with a shoulder at $g \approx 7$) [61,62].

To characterize the residues in WT L-PGDS involved in the interaction with the heme moiety, we performed an NMR titration of $^{15}$N labeled, refolded, human WT L-PGDS with increasing concentration of heme. The 2D $^1$H–$^{15}$N HSQC spectrum of L-PGDS was recorded in the presence and absence of heme and the assigned cross-peaks were monitored for changes in signal intensity or chemical shift perturbation upon interaction with heme at each titration step (Supplementary Figure S4). Several resonances (Supplementary Table S1) were significantly broadened presumably due to the strong paramagnetic relaxation induced by heme even at a lower protein to heme stoichiometry of 1:0.4, e.g. L-PGDS 150 μM: heme 60 μM (Supplementary Table S1). The broadened resonances of residues Lys 58, Lys 59, Tyr 107, Leu 131 and perturbed cross-peak of Met 145 present on the alpha-helix covering the entrance as well as lining the inner surface of the β-barrel lumen (Figure 1C, Supplementary Figure S5) is an indication that heme is positioned within L-PGDS potentially retaining some conformational mobility inside the lumen or exhibiting alternative orientations. We posit that these residues in L-PGDS are involved in direct interaction with heme undergoing conformational changes to adjust to the different orientations of the bound heme molecule thus leading to a more distributed cross-peak broadening. Similar observations have been reported earlier for the heme metabolite biliverdin binding to L-PGDS [4,5]. NMR titration data demonstrates L-PGDS/heme interactions are mostly hydrophobic in nature with Fe(III) heme axial coordination of Tyr 107 within the β-barrel cavity and the Lys 58 and Lys 59 most likely involved in direct interaction with the propionic acid side chains on the heme molecule. This interpretation is based on a significant broadening of resonances adjacent to Tyr 107 in early NMR titration steps as well as the high-spin rhombic heme observed in cw EPR spectra (intense signal at $g = 6$ with shoulders at $g = 7$). This type of coordination by a Tyr residue has also been found in previously reported cw EPR studies of several globin protein mutants (with the mutation to a tyrosine residue) [63–66].

Since in our extensive attempts to determine the 3D structure of the heme–L-PGDS complex by X-Ray crystallography no electron density attributable to heme was found in an otherwise highly resolved 1.5 Å L-PGDS scaffold, we turned to computational methods in order to structurally explore the heme protein complex. The residues exhibiting broadened cross-peaks in NMR spectra were mapped onto the crystal structure of human WT L-PGDS (PDB: 4IMN) and HADDOCK was used to guide the docking of the heme moiety to L-PGDS (Supplementary Figure S5). MD simulation and geometric clustering (see Methods section) generated a representative conformation of the binding between L-PGDS and heme (Figure 1C). To evaluate the quality of our model, we generated a Ramachandran plot for L-PGDS residues of the representative model in the L-PGDS–heme complex using the Wincoot [67] software (Supplementary Figure S6, top panel). In the Ramachandran plot, 97.6% of the residues are preferred and allowed regions. When we checked the outlier residues, they were found to be in the loop regions of L-PGDS protein. Moreover, we calculated the RMSD of the L-PGDS–heme complex for 100 ns over three simulation repeats (Supplementary Figure S6, bottom panel). The RMSD of the complex was shown to be stable over simulation time.

Hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$) which is one of the major components of ROS can be used for monitoring oxidative stress and cell-induced apoptosis [68–70]. The interaction of iron with hydrogen peroxide results in ROS [71]. We monitored the peroxidase activity of L-PGDS/heme complex by monitoring the increase in absorbance at 652 nm arising from the oxidation of TMB, a commonly used chromogenic substrate with a fixed concentration of hydrogen peroxide (Figure 1D). No peroxidase activity was observed for L-PGDS alone. This is supported by previously published results highlighting the role of L-PGDS in protection against oxidative-stress [42]. Interestingly, strong peroxidase activity was observed for the L-PGDS/heme complex due to heme binding. This is reflected in its ability to oxidize the substrate more efficiently than heme alone or L-PGDS alone. The sharp increase in the absorbance for oxidized TMB followed by a decrease in intensity of the oxidized substrate is characteristic of a fast-catalytic reaction. This high peroxidase activity of the L-PGDS/heme complex can be attributed to its hexa-co-ordinated heme molecule with axial coordination from a weak ligand at the distal position, rendering heme more accessible to the substrate (hydrogen peroxide) for oxidation. This proposed heme coordination to L-PGDS is further supported by the observation that addition of imidazole to the pre-formed L-PGDS/heme complex results in the redshift of the Soret band (Supplementary Figure S7) indicating that imidazole occupies the distal axial site for the Fe atom in heme after displacing the weak ligand (most likely water molecule). Interestingly, the organic substrate-TMB shows direct interaction with L-PGDS. Our ITC data confirms that TMB binds to the WT L-PGDS with an apparent binding constant $K_d = 15$ μM.
using a sequential fit binding site model (Supplementary Figure S8). Due to the binding of the substrate itself to L-PGDs, we hypothesize that any ROS that is released via the breakdown of the more toxic \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \), will bind to the substrate that is in complex with L-PGDs instead of being released into the environment as free ROS species.

L-PGDs, the second most abundant chaperone in human CSF, has also been reported to bind heme metabolites with high affinity thus acting as a scavenger in the human brain [1,2,8,72]. The levels of bilirubin and its derivatives were found to be high in the CSF in AD patients [22] and speculated to affect the chaperone activity of L-PGDs by binding to it. Thus, to further investigate L-PGDs chaperone activity in the presence of heme metabolites, ThT assay was performed to study inhibition of Aβ(1–40) and Aβ(25–35) peptides aggregation in the presence of refolded, human WT L-PGDs in complex with bilirubin. Aβ(25–35) peptide derived from the full-length Aβ42 is known to have high aggregation and neurotoxic properties [73] and was therefore selected for the L-PGDs chaperone functional assay. Since heme itself has been shown to prevent aggregation of Aβ by binding to its monomers [74,75], the presence of heme in the assay could potentially mask the chaperone activity of WT L-PGDs. This was another reason we opted for bilirubin instead which is a by-product of heme metabolism and has been shown to bind to L-PGDs with equally high affinity [2] and similarity as heme, for the ThT assay. The binding of bilirubin to L-PGDs was determined spectrophotometrically where L-PGDs binding to bilirubin was detected as a redshift in the Soret band when compared with free bilirubin (Supplementary Figure S9). This L-PGDs–bilirubin complex was then used for the following ThT assay for monitoring the inhibition of Aβ(1–40) and Aβ(25–35) peptide aggregation. Figure 2A,B shows distinct sigmoidal curves characteristic of Aβ(1–40) and Aβ(25–35) fibril formation in 20 h and 10 h, respectively [76]. In the presence of L-PGDs alone, the fluorescence intensity of Aβ(1–40) and Aβ(25–35) fibrils was considerably reduced as compared with the Aβ fibril controls, indicating effective inhibition of Aβ fibril elongation. Remarkably, the presence of bilirubin in complex with L-PGDs did not significantly affect L-PGDs chaperone activity as the L-PGDs–bilirubin complex showed equal efficiency in inhibiting the Aβ(1–40) and Aβ(25–35) fibril elongation (Figure 2A,B). The ability to bind to the heme metabolite bilirubin while effectively inhibiting the aggregation of Aβ(1–40) and Aβ(25–35) peptides (Figure 2C) confirms (1) that there is no competitive binding between the two high-affinity binders — amyloid β peptide and bilirubin and (2) the presence of heme or heme-metabolite does not affect WT L-PGDs chaperone function. To further visualize the formation of this ternary complex, bilirubin was docked to L-PGDs and the complex was aligned to a representative model of WT L-PGDs in complex with Aβ(1–40) as the starting scaffold (Kannaian et al. [43]), to which MD simulations and geometric clustering were performed (Figure 2D).

The complex formation between L-PGDs/heme/Aβ peptide was further investigated by monitoring the UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy of heme binding to Aβ(1–40) and Aβ(1–16) peptides, both of which contain the heme coordinating residues His 6, Tyr 10, His 13 and His 14 [20]. Heme bound to Aβ(1–16) and Aβ(1–40) peptides was confirmed by a redshift of the Soret band of free heme from 390 nm to 412 nm with low-intensity α, β bands in the 500–600 nm range, similar to that reported previously [20] (Figure 3). The Aβ(25–35) peptide does not contain the heme binding motif hence did not show any characteristic Soret band for the Aβ (25–35)/heme complex (Supplementary Figure S10). Interestingly, the addition of refolded L-PGDs to the preformed Aβ(1–16)/heme or Aβ(1–40)/heme complex results in a shift of the existing Soret band of Aβ/heme complex at 412 nm to the position characteristic of L-PGDs/heme complex at 404 nm (Figure 3A,B). This shift is indicative of the ability of L-PGDs to extract the heme which is bound to Aβ peptide. The displacement is more distinct for Aβ(1–16) (Figure 3A) possibly due to the higher affinity of L-PGDs for heme, ∼38 nM as compared with ∼120 nM previously reported for Aβ(1–16)/heme. The subtle change in the low-intensity α, β bands within 500–600 nm range for the Aβ(1–40)/heme upon addition of L-PGDs (Figure 3B) also indicates a change in the heme environment which can be attributed to binding with L-PGDs.

Peroxidase activity of the Aβ(1–40)/heme complex in the presence of WT L-PGDs was studied by monitoring the increase in absorbance at 652 nm of the organic substrate TMB over a period of 1 h (Figure 4). As reported earlier, the Aβ(1–40)/heme complex showed a high peroxidase activity compared with the negligible activity of the monomeric Aβ(1–40) peptide alone. Interestingly, the addition of WT L-PGDs to the preformed Aβ(1–40)/heme complex resulted in a sharp increase in the absorbance at 652 nm implying faster oxidation of the substrate which is similar to L-PGDs/heme complex. Since WT L-PGDs alone does not show any peroxidase activity (Figure 1D), the increase in substrate oxidation upon addition of L-PGDs to Aβ/heme complex can be explained when considering the ability of WT L-PGDs to efficiently extract heme from the preformed Aβ40/heme complex to now form the L-PGDs/heme complex. In its new environment, the heme
molecule is hexa-co-ordinated with a weak ligand at the distal coordination site which can be easily replaced by the hydrogen peroxide molecule to further oxidize the substrate TMB.

**Discussion**

Lipocalin-type prostaglandin is a scavenger of heme and heme metabolites, bilirubin and biliverdin. Refolded WT L-PGDS binding heme in a 1:1 stoichiometry and with high affinity was confirmed by the combined results from UV/Vis, cw EPR, Tryptophan Quenching and solution NMR studies. As apparent from UV/Vis absorption data, heme binding to WT L-PGDS was established as a bathochromic shift (15 nm), increase in signal intensity and change in the shape of the absorption Soret band when compared with free heme. A strong signal around $g_{\perp} = 6$ in the cw EPR spectrum confirms the high-spin state of the Fe(III) of the heme molecule. Intrinsic tryptophan quenching data analysis indicated heme molecule present in the lipocalin cavity such that it is in proximity (within 15 Å) to all three tryptophan residues (W 43, W 54 and W 112) to cause complete quenching of tryptophan fluorescence intensity. Solution-state NMR titration data displayed
widespread signal disappearance of several residues of WT L-PGDS upon heme addition. These residues reside within the β barrel, helix and EF-loop of the L-PGDS protein. The side chain of Tyr 107 is most likely involved in axial coordination with the Fe of heme while Lys 58 and Lys 59 are involved in direct interaction with the non-pyrrole side chains of the heme molecule while the side chain of Met 145 is most likely involved in direct linkage with heme. Similar interactions between residues such as Lysine, tyrosine and methionine have been previously reported for human alpha-microglobulin [77], mutants of many globin proteins [63–66] and human myeloperoxidases [78]. Human L-PGDS acts as a ROS scavenger by binding the ROS released from H2O2 breakdown. This happens because of oxidation of the Cys 65 thiol group to sulfenic acid [42]. The L-PGDS/heme interaction is an important function meant to scavenge heme and heme metabolites in the CSF of human patients after stroke or in cancer [79] or even in patients with aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage.

Figure 3. UV/Vis absorption spectra of WT L-PGDS interaction with pre-formed Aβ/heme complex. 
(A) Absorption spectra of Aβ16 in complex with heme (1:1 molar ratio) show characteristic Soret band at >420 nm and two small α, β band within 500–600 nm range characteristic of bis-histidine coordination. The addition of WT L-PGDS shifts the Soret band to a position similar to L-PGDS/heme complex. Free heme shows a broad peak between 38 and 390 nm. 
(B) Absorption spectra Aβ40 with heme in a 1:1 molar ratio showing Soret band at 418 nm and small α, β band within 500–600 nm range indicative of Aβ/heme complex formation. The addition of WT L-PGDS shifts the Soret peak to L-PGDS/heme complex and the change is more pronounced in the 500–600 nm range with reduced intensity of the previously visible α, β bands. Heme spectra are shown in the inset.

Figure 4. Peroxidase Activity of L-PGDS with pre-formed Aβ/heme complex. 
Aβ(1–40)/heme complex shows peroxidase activity as seen by an increase in the absorbance at 652 nm for the oxidized TMB substrate. Oxidation of TMB by monomeric Aβ(1–40) peptide alone is negligible indicating that oxidation of the substrate cannot happen in the absence of heme. The peroxidase activity was monitored for 1 h.
L-PGDS can extract the heme from a pre-formed Aβ peptide, the addition of WT L-PGDS to pre-formed Aβ/heme complex might help in reducing oxidative damage. As evident from our data, L-PGDS can extract the heme from a pre-formed Aβ/heme complex; this L-PGDS/heme complex is more likely to breakdown the more harmful H2O2 into the less harmful oxidized substrate while protecting cells from free ROS. Overall our findings reinforce the possible neuroprotective role of WT L-PGDS in conditions such as AD which are characterized by increased Aβ aggregates which increase the levels of hydrogen peroxide in the cellular environment as well as the Aβ/heme complex which triggers the buildup of free ROS leading to oxidative-stress mediated cellular apoptosis.
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